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Religious Fundamentalism 

 

Derivation of the word Hindu: In the history of human civilisation, we were known as 

"idu" (pronunciation same as for number five), also spelled as 'indu' later on, the character 'i' is 

pronounced as 'i' in idu.   This word figures in archaic Sanskrit and it means 'five'.  This five 

struck for us, because, humans believe in the existence and power of panch bhutas, the earth, 

fire, sky (ether), air and water and worship these five elements as their God (s).  King Darius, the 

Persian king after conquering the regions beyond Hindukush Mountains, declared (as recorded) 

that he is also the King of 'Idu' region, just a bye-line.  In the word Hindukush, ‘kush’ in Persian 

means 'death'.   Hindukush Mountains used to be the border between the land of Idu people, here 

it is people not the river.  Hindukush Mountains used to be taken as people who brought death 

onto themselves (committing suicides), those mountains being very treacherous.  (This single 

proof is enough to prove that 'Telugu' language is as old as Sanskrit, if not older and Persian).  

This 'idu' worship is the reason because of which the word 'bhagawan' in Sanskrit is made which 

means 'GOD'.  Bha - bhoomi; Ga  - gagan; A  agni; Wa - vayu and N - neeru.  This word 'neeru' 

is a Sanskrit word (Telugu too) water (Courtesy: Prof. Dr. K.N.Prudhvi Raju, BHU) 

Hindu Community: 5000 years before BC, Indian civilization was at an all-round pinnacled 

peak. It grew in the hinterland of Sindhu and Saraswathi Rivers. Intellectual acumen ecstasy at 

the highest levels, peak after peak like in Himalayas. Knowledge acquisition was boundless.  

When Saraswathi inflow was getting depleted, due to supply glacier cut-off (finally became 

Antarwahini) and Sindhu being furious and ferocious, causing havoc and damages, then the 

learned sat together and coalesced their knowledge verbatim through Guru-Sishya Parampara to 

posterity. In parallel similar wisdom blossomed below Vindhyans, which was later on, 

integrated. That is Vedic culture. Learned migration took for different places: Tashasila, 

Nalanda, Kasi etc., wherein, they established seat of highest learning of par Excellency and to 

promote and preserve for posterity. With time passage several invasions by foreigners, followed 

by Colonial rule, we had lost the knowledge link (missing link). To alleviate from this Sanskrit 

study is inevitable to pursue from where they have left, instead of reinventing the wheel. The fact 

is Vedas are the foundation of modern science and engineering. In this context, Westerners are 

cleaver and implementing. In return we are purchasing their patented technology and became a 

copied skilled workers. This needs to be reversed. .  

There is no religion in those days. They started Nature worship (being grateful) and later found 

that for better concentration for human idle worship is carved-out. One can choose any 

perception as God (specific names were given to several, depending on, for Education: 

Saraswathi, Wealth: Lakshmi, Energy: Durga etc), allowed to worship one or in combination, as 

per the mental status of an individual. Varna (hue) system was become in vogue not by an act of 

people or King Orders, but by default of a profession they used to do for the societal need, it had 

assumed a name. Later it was classified as caste system and assigned inheritance. The same is 

true even today, the profession determines the Vedic Varna and not by inheritance, in spite of 

what we address them as per ill-conceived system by modernism (If a Brahmin is a working for 
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Shoe Company, say, Bata, he is Chamar and if a Chamar becomes a teacher, with brahminical 

knowledge, he is a Brahmin).  

From the above it is clear that Hindu community is a way of life and not a religion as coined 

my modernism, as “Hinduism”. Hindu community system is capable of absorbing one and all 

and aversion to none. People can live in harmony with diversified multi (languages, religions or 

no religion, castes, creeds etc). As on date with religion and caste we are playing ugliest 

dangerous games and made a big mockery and messed-up, reached carcinoma and/or AID/HIV 

status. Now it is irreparable, irreversible, irrecoverable, irreplaceable, irresistible and beyond etc, 

however irrelevant today.  

Summation: Against this compelling necciated needy demand, we all must stop thinking on 

disintegration with ill-will and parochialism and start thinking on integration with a broad heart 

and mind with wisdom to restore the healthy society of Vedic times with modernity for 

harmonious mutual well being of one and all, as endeavoured, envisaged, enshrined in their 

Vedic doctrinaire without fear or favour.   

Further reading: 

1. Darwin theory: John T Scope, a science teacher at Reo high school in Dayton city. Taught 

Darwin theory of evolution to his students. A student put a Question to his father that we were 

taught Darwin theory, wherein, it seems we are the descendants of monkeys but you say God had 

created us. Being a Christian, the father told his son that it’s all imaginary, neither evidence 

exists or research done.  Further, father got angry and filed a law suit in Tennessee court “that the 

teacher is teaching against the Bible”.  

After a ten days arguments, the judge had punished the teacher and fined $100.  

2. Inventor of spectacles: A Venice Scientist Roger Baker is the inventor of spectacles of 13
th

 

century. Wrote a book on “Perspective”. A Church Father complained to Pope that God’s 

creation is tampered with humans.  

Then Roger Baker was sentenced to 14 years rigorous imprisonment by Pope.  

3. Chloroform: Earlier days medical surgeries were done keeping ice blocks on the body, were 

surgery is planned and after numbness (loss of sensation), they used to operate. In 1840 

Chloroform was successfully found to be useful as an anaesthetic agent in medical surgeries, if it 

is given under required doses for 10 to 30 minutes. Medical doctors in Europe unanimously 

Okayed. But Roman Catholic Church is against of such a procedure, because it is against the will 

of the God. Further they argued, because of the Adam’s mistake in return as a punishment God 

created pain. That means, being disobedient, God given pain. As such, we must be loyal and 

faithful to God, otherwise it amounts to disobedience to God, hence, Chloroform should not be 

introduced.  

In 1845-’46, Victoria Queen of GB is to deliver eighth child, being very powerful in Europe 

and being a mother, aware of the delivery pain and trauma, called her doctors and asked them 
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to give Chloroform, during her delivery, so that she will not have much of the pain. That’s 

how Chloroform is introduced in medical system. 

4. Sathi Sahagamanam: Dispassionate viewing depict religious fundamentalism has no 

boundaries and omnipresent and Hindu community has no exception. Leaned HHH Puri 

Shankarachyarya (PS) advocated for Sathi Sahagamanam as, it is enshrined in the Holy 

Scriptures. This was a great challenge that was posed to our modern society. RSS 

Sarsanghachalak Sribalasahhebji Devars without mincing and mixing words, vehemently 

opposed, Sathi by saying in modernity it is just inapplicable, being, atrocious wicked act of 

criminal violence against women and thus just unjust and be discontinued forthwith. Olden times 

practices, if they are unjust, will tend to be untenable and we need not scratch our heads on this 

issue. This was endorsed by Udipi Pejawar Sri Krishna Mutt Swamiji Visvesa theertha (UPjMS). 

Both Swamiji are equally knowledgeable (Vijhnulu and Medhosampannulu) and committed for 

truth and Dharma. But opinion is digressed. In any case they are neither beneficiaries nor 

gainers.  

Here PS opined that the society should run based on the Holy Scriptures, as they are meant 

for the good of society (fundamentalist) and UPjMS felt in those scriptures if one chapter is 

untenable as on date, needs to be discarded, because scriptures are next to society, being the 

later is great. In this context, if the later is for societal good, then the former (fundamentalism) 

needs to be discarded. That is the greatness of Hindu intellect acumen (a democratic way of 

life)   

5. Europe Scientist Trinity: In mid- 16
th

 century, Europe Scientist Trinity found that earth is 

rotating around Sun and Sun is moving around on his own axis, in contra to the bible that 

planetary constellation motion, including Sun is earth centric and earth is flat. So these Trinity: 

Bruno burnt to death, Galileo jailed and Copernicus was kept in a dark room till death.  

But in our country, the picture is different for similar discoveries, started from 11
th

 century. In 

our country too, initially they too, though that earth is flat and thousand headed serpent (Adi 

Seshu) and eight elephants are making it to stand. Earth is described stable and also moving 

(Amarakosa of Amara Simha). But when our Rishi Trinity (Varahmihira, Arya Bhatta and 

Bhaskarachyara) found otherwise, in contra to the existing beliefs, they were not punished and 

on the other hand they were encouraged and honoured.  

Because our learned scholars knew the difference between Smriti and Sruti (on these two 

detailing will follow). Our people believed that truth must be experienced and then scaled to 

proof.  

6. Christianity: According to Christianity Fundamentalism embosses five cardinal cannons: 

1. None should Question the virginity of Mary and birth of Jesus. A historical truth. 
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2. None to Question the resurrection of Jesus (from nailed to death on cross and buried). Another 

historical truth. 

3. Jesus will take everybody’s sins on him and grants salvation to them. 

4. None to Question the wonders scriptured in holy Bible and all should believe. 

5. No mistake exists in holy Bible.  

7. Sruti and Smriti: Hindu scriptures broadly divided by our scholars into Sruti and Smriti 

Sruti is considered solely of divine origin preserved as a whole, instead of verse by verse and 

constant and no change is allowed (Dharma). A sacred texts comprising the central canon of 

Dharma. Cosmic sound of truth heard by ancient Rishis who then translated what was heard into 

something understandable by humans. One such epitomising encrypted encyclopedia is Vedas, a 

divine and unadulterated form. Thus, the first source of dharma is Sruti, the Vedas or Revelation, 

including Upanishads, as revealed to the Rishis who were seers of the truth. Vedas (to enquire or 

to know or revelations of Hindu laws), books of wisdom that have their origins in the spiritual 

experiences of ancient sages. The word Veda means knowledge or wisdom. Sruti is like the 

Preamble of Constitution of India, which is a constant and not susceptible for amendments or 

changes.    

Smriti is a derivative from Vedas and written by human authors, includes all the knowledge that 

has been derived and inculcated after Sruti by great seers or Rishis. In other words it is not divine 

in origin, but was remembered by later Rishis by transcendental means, and passed down though 

their followers. In some places off the Smriti itself, we are reminded of the divine nature of the 

Sruti, advised that in case of any conflict of interest between the two, the Sruti will always 

overrule Smriti. Being Smriti written by humans from Sruti and thus a second derivative of 

Dharma, while the first one being Sruti. Smriti is a sacred literature, literally translated version to 

remember, memories sages of wisdom (tradition) passed on to disciples, written commentary of 

laws of Manu (binding as sacred literature, includes the six Vedangas, the epics, Ithihasas, the 

Mahabharata and the Ramayana, as well as, the Puranas).  It is within all of these works that the 

rules of dharma remain and are passed down. 

In finality, Sruti is the truth, which is absolute and constant, while Smriti is knowledge, which 

is relative and dynamic. 

In Bible and Koran also such Sruti. and Smriti (concepts) illustrations are present.  

In essence, it is for the societal good, while respecting Sruti, one must follow by adopting 

Smriti. If that be so, there would be no scope of ugly religious fundamentalism.  
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8. Intriguing Introspection: God made man to write a book. So God wrote that book. If religion 

admits this fact, there is no scope for ugly religious fundamentalism. Hinduism in this respect is 

blessed in abundance. It does not say it is a dependant on Vedanta or on blind believes or do this 

way or that way. It catalyst human minds to think to identify the truth to follow. Dr. Sarvepalli 

Radhakrishnanan in his writings emphatically opined that religious fundamentalism is a great 

obstacle and stumbling block for continued search for the truth. Epitomising the truth is 

embossed and embedded in Bible, Koran, Gita and allied religious doctrines. That truth is 

fundamentalism. To sum-up, the things inculcate and to promote moral based values enrichment 

and implementation are good.  

In Saud Arabia ladies are prohibited to drive automobiles (thank God they are allowed to sit and 

travel). When Koran or Bible were written, automobiles are not available. So there is no mention 

on ladies driving them. The same is true in Hindu scriptures too. However, we have allowed 

ladies to drive them, including airplanes. So attributing religious fundamentalism to Hindus 

logically untenable, including political scores. Hindus do accept and welcome into their fold all 

the modern gadgets in to their daily life, including religious adoption. That’s how true spirit of 

fundamentalism should be understood.  

A German father turned affiliated to Ramakrishna philosophy, renamed as Abhenanda, when 

asked, why did you got converted as Hindu? His reply was “because it promotes well being of 

all, democratic and Lord Sri Krishna is a great democrat”.  Hindus are not fundamentalists, if any 

one say so, that means, they do not know, the true meaning of fundamentalism.  

Few days back in our Loksabha (recently concluded session), while vandemataram is sung, all 

MPs stood and singing through. But one Muslim MP, walked out. His reasoning is Islam 

prohibits. None knew where it was said in Koran. This is a new tutelage of Political 

fundamentalism. The recent happenings in Australia by Muslim community, made them to say 

“we had built our nation with hard work. Ours is a Christian nation. Everybody has to respect 

and follow the rule of the land. Otherwise, they are free to leave” In France Sikh turban and 

Muslim Burka is creating a threat to their nation’s safety (terrorism). They too expressed same 

decision like Australia. With all such incidents (the three as stated above), it stands to reason-out 

that fundamental principles (fundamentalism) cannot be compromised (constant like Sruti), 

otherwise it get into societal fabric jeopardy. .  

Lord Sri. Krishna, after Gita discourse (18
th

 Chapter), he told Arjuna “What all I discoursed, 

analyse yourself and take your own decision”. He never forced Arjuna. Similar analogy exists 

with Lord Buddha to his disciples.   


